
DESIRED SIZE: LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS
Final length/width will be within one inch of requested dimensions.

13/4” max

ACCENT
WOOD SPECIES:
Optional - great as accent strips for a 
pop of color. Limited stock available. PADAUK WENGESPANISH CEDAROAK

PRIMARY
WOOD SPECIES:

WALNUTCURLY CHERRYCHERRYMAPLE SAPELE

Not all are recommended for cutting 
surfaces. Call for more information.

FINISH:

Dependent on intended use 
(ie: decoration, food contact, etc.)

OIL & WAX
Clear-coat durable finish is a popular choice 
for decoration-only boards as it does not require 
oil maintenance. As a bonus, the fully-cured 
finish is food safe when used as a serving 
surface! Do not use as a cutting board 
as it will compromise the finish.

CLEAR-COAT
This is the industry standard finish for food 
safe surfaces. It is ideal for use on cutting 
boards and / or food serving trays such 
as a charcuterie board or cheese spread. 
Upon request, wax can be omitted for use 
with hot dishes.

Style F
12” x 36”

Style D
16” x 20” Style e

9” x 12”

Style A
8” x 20”

Style B
9” x 22”

Style C
5” x 32”

CHOOSE
BOARD
STYLE:

The sizes listed are our most 
commonly requested. You may 
specify another desired size. LIVE-EDGE TRAYS: Black walnut and olive wood live-edge

 slabs are often available in varying sizes. 

ADDITIONAL
OPTIONS:

Great as accent strips for a pop of 
color. Limited stock available.

Two Metal Handles 
Four Black Rubber Feet
Juice Groove 
Custom Engraving

CLICK TO 
SUBMIT FORM
FOR QUOTE

(585) 678-1156gritworxdesigns.com info@gritworxdesigns.com
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